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The June 19, 2019 meeting of the Building and Standards Commission was called to order at
9: 03 AM by Chairman Blake Jones, who announced that a quorum was present.

The first order of business was to approve the minutes of the May 15, 2019 meeting.
MOTION: APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Commissioner Linda London to approve the minutes of the May 15,
2019 meeting of the Building and Standard Commission. The motion was seconded by Co
Chairman Gary Estes. All members approved.

The Agenda

was

presented

by Danny Wilson,

Fire Marshal

in the

order

listed

on

Page 2.
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211 N Wood

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report;
complaints to the fire department began in 2018 for junk debris, junk vehicles, blocking

alley and high volume of traffic, as well as people living in campers in the back yard. Code
Compliance has also dealt with this property for several years. Police Department has
received numerous
Junk Debris-

Unsanitary

complaints

and calls for service.

City Ord 96. 15; IPMC 302. 1
City Ord 96. 15; IPMC 302.

Conditions -

No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION:

APPROVED

4 AYES; NO NAYS

UNANIMOUSLY

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to acknowledge the property as substandard
and accept the property into Building and Standards; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded
the motion. All members

approved

AYES; NAYS

MOTION:

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019

to establish contact with the city and completely clean the property; Co- Chairman Gary
Estes seconded

MOTION

the motion.

AMENDED: APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to completely clean the property and to have city code enforcement enter the back of the
property to generate a repair list; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the motion. All
members

approved.

406 Euclid

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; since May
of 2010 Code Enforcement has been dealing with this property. Numerous complaints of junk
debris and vermin. Continuous complaints from neighbors. City departments have made
several attempts in assisting property owner over the years to clean and abate issue. When
there are times the issue gets better, it reverts back quickly.
Junk DebrisCity Ord 96. 15; IPMC 302. 1
Unsanitary Conditions- City Ord 96. 15; IPMC 302. 1
Teresa Vore was present to represent the property. Ms. Vore is deaf but reads lips.
Fire Marshal, Danny Wilson- Please state your name before the board.
Teresa Vore- Teresa G Vore I live at 406 Euclid.
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Fire Marshal, Danny Wilson- the city has offered you some help interrupting to talk and you
said you didn' t need anyone to help, you would have your mom help you. Do you want
someone here to help you with this?

Teresa Vore- I said not because I' m cleaning it up, that' s cleared off( while looking at pictures) I
don' t know about the sign, next one ( next picture). All that stuff on the front porch is cleared

off, well not all of it but some of it. I need to get the foundation, jack it up, I' m going to get that

fixed. You know I am trying to repair the house but I want to get the floor/ foundation leveled
out first because the window and doors inside they open and need fixed.
Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- We brought you because of everything that is in the yard, all your
debris and the neighbors complaining about the debris in the yard is what we are here to talk
about

and the vermin.

Teresa Vore- Well that was going to be behind the fence. All the boards I have collected.
Brittany Contreras, Fire Secretary- Commission can I regard your attention to your packet that
I submitted.

There is a timeline from the Fire Marshal' s office for 406 Euclid from 2010 to

2019.

Teresa Vore- The floor will be releveled jack it back up.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- I know your saying you have a lot of these things done but there
looking at right now, we put together a list of all the times we helped you with getting things
off you property, citation, and things so they see the history from 2010 and us dealing with the
property. It' s a continual over, over, over again where you have some things cleaned off then
bring other things back.
Teresa Vore- Its not over and over that' s my hobby. My hobby is to make a kennel with that
fence ( looking at photos) of pallet boards that will be gone because its aging and right

underneath that cover ( looking at photos) there' s 2x8 plywood for a yard sale I have to move
it.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- When do you expect to have everything cleaned up? That' s what
we are here to talk about today. How long do you think it will take you to get everything
cleaned up?

Teresa Vore- I would say about 80 percent of things are gone.
Terry Broumley, Fire Inspector- I think what Teresa is talking about is the debris in front of her
house

around

the

privacy fence

that

runs

half way

through

her

yard.

There

are

still...

we have a

long way to go to clean the entire property not just the front.
Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- it' s not just what you can see from the front side of your fence,

you are collecting stuff from the back yard, which brings vermin and everything else in your
yard and causes problems for your neighbors.
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Gary Estes, Co Chairman- What if the city went over there and gave her a list of what it is that
needs to be done?
Kayla Wright, Code Enforcement

Officer- We have at least four times since 2010. We don' t

mind doing it but I don' t know if it will help or not. We sent out time lines
Teresa Vore- The fence panels are breaking apart and I am trying to build me a fence in an area
where my big dog can run around and they said the fence panels got to go.

Chairman Blake Jones- Ms. Vore there is nothing wrong with having a hobby but when it starts
to draw vermin and things of that nature it affects more folks then just yourself and it' s getting
to the point where

it looks like for the last 10

years...

it has to be removed.

Teresa Vore- Well first of all I got to clean it up but in January I had knee replacement. I was in
a nursing home for about 3 weeks for therapy.
Chairman Blake Jones- Right, I understand that but this information I have here ( timeline
paperwork)

goes back

Teresa Vore- I got signed, I just got a full recovery from a doctor and now I have to do all this

labors and everything.
Chairman Blake Jones- We have had issues with this property for nine years now. So though

there might had been recent issues have happened were going to need...
Teresa Vore- I

can'

t read,

I

can'

t see... (

She moves in front of the commission podium)

Chairman Blake Jones- ok there has been issues with this property for about 10 years now and
were going to need to see that gets cleaned up. So what I would like to see happen if you could
meet with the inspectors within the next 30 days, we would like to see this clean up completely
done.

Teresa Vore- It' s going to get done but give me time.

Chairman Blake Jones- sure, in this 30 day period if that' s not completed as long as you report
back and show substantial progress we can extend more time but we have to see movement on
it.

Teresa Vore- the front I will clean up. That' s gone ( looking at pictures) that' s still there but I
will

get there.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- Teresa let them make their motion and I will let you know what
you need to do. Teresa come back here ( escorts her behind the commission podium) let them

make their motion and I will let you know what they say.
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Gary Estes Co- Chairman- Does she know, does she understand what everything means?
Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- We can make another repair list if the commission wants us to.
Gary Estes Co- Chairman- I' m not trying to extend it, I know she needs to make progress and
come back in 30 days and have shown substantial progress, but I don' t want to come back and

say oh well its done then us to say no its not.
Teresa Vore- My knee is doing a lot better.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- So if we make a repair list we can keep on top of the things she
has removed then see what is left.
Theresa

Vore- (

looking at pictures) that' s gone, that' s gone.

Terry Broumley, Fire Inspector- That is why when you guys make your order to have us meet
Ms. Vore at her property and might include to look at the back of the property of the privacy
fence where we can take pictures and give her a detailed set of instructions on what needs to
be done.

Chairman

Blake Jones-

MOTION:

APPROVED

I will make a motion.

4 AYES; NO NAYS

UNANIMOUSLY

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to acknowledge the property as substandard
and accept the property into Building and Standards; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded
the motion. All members approved

MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to have city inspectors enter the property to get detailed pictures to generate a repair list
and to complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members
approved.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- Ms. Vore what they are saying is you have 30 days to get with
the inspectors. We are going to make a detailed list of everything you need to remove from
your property, ok. So get with us today and we will get over there and make a list for you so
you can know what we need for you to remove. They gave you 30 days to remove and clean
it up and if you need more time we can give you an extension after that. If you are making
progress.

Teresa Vore- see where I am at in 30 days and update. Ok. I finally just got three trailers in
my name.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal- Thank you.
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805 N Brazos Ave

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; this

property has been in the B& S process since November 2015 and was released to inspectors in
September 2016. After the release, no further progress was made. Property has continued to
decline in condition. With our first dealings, property owners rarely showed and did minimal
maintenance. Contact was also minimal from property owners. Owner has received two

notices to maintain and complete property were sent prior to bringing it back to the agenda.
Inspectors request property owner to complete a weather tight structure.

David Conrad was present to represent the property. Mr. Conrad stated he is with TLC Housing
services. They are a real estate' s service who bought the property from the owner and got it

under contract with a buyer that is going to rehab the property completely. He stated It has not
gone to the title company as of yet, they just signed the papers within the last few days. The
owners are in midland and asked Mr. Conrad to be their representative.

Co- Chairman Gary Estes asked Mr. Conrad if the new owners are aware that the property is in
the Building and Standards process. He stated yes they know.
MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
for new owners to establish contact with the city and complete repairs; Co- Chairman Gary
Estes seconded the motion. All members approved.
316 Stroud

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; property
is mowed and cleaned. Hope for representation. Inspectors recommend releasing to Inspectors
or owner.

Jennifer Favor was present to represent the property. Ms. Favor stated this is her great
grandmother' s house and they have done work in the yard, secured the garage door, and

secured the building out back. She is still trying to reach the legal property owner and is asking
for another 30 days.

Fire Marshal, Danny Wilson asked Ms. Favor what her intentions are on the property. Does she
intended to maintain the property until the heir is located. She stated yes.
MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to release the property to city inspectors;
Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members approved.
506 Mitchell Ave

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; owner is
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making good progress. New roof installed, windows replaced, trees removed, and inside paint
complete. Recommend granting owner 60 days.
Luisa Salamanca was present to represent the property. Ms. Salamanca stated she is getting
smoke detectors installed and will be completed in a month.

APPROVED

MOTION:

4 AYES; NO NAYS

UNANIMOUSLY

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members approved.
741 N Robinson

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; property
is clean and ready to release to property owner.

Cesar Osborn was present to represent the property. Mr. Osborn stated everything is gone

except for the things he is keeping which is the bricks and blocks. He stated his nephew
created this issue and now it is cleaned.

MOTION:

APPROVED

4 AYES;

UNANIMOUSLY

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to release the property to the owner;
Commissioner

Brent Kiel seconded

the motion. All members

approved.

405 Dixon

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; property

has been mowed and still showing signs of some clean up. Have had no contact from
representative.

Hope for

representation. (

waiting on clarification of ownership)

Charles Jester was present to represent the property. Mr. Jested stated he did not get the deed.
They are trying to get the deed and does not want to start on anything until they have
ownership. They went to a lawyer to help with tracking down the heir.
Co- Chairman Gary Estes stated they need to get the property cleaned and maintained. Mr.
Jester stated he has made a lot of progress but needs to know what the bulk pick up trash days
will be.

MOTION:

APPROVED

4 AYES; NO NAYS

UNANIMOUSLY

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to establish contact, secure, clean, maintain and complete repairs; Co- Chairman Gary Estes
seconded

the motion. All members

approved.

605 Sabine

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; property

has been mowed and maintained. Commission ordered property owner to remove structure
8-
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Property is over 51% deteriorated. New owner was not present
meeting. This property is going through some legal issues. Hope for representation.
several

months

ago.

at last

Renato Ruiz was present to represent the property. Mr. Ruiz stated his attorney talked to the
seller last week and they are working on this. He stated he has no idea whose car is on the
property and is not his.
MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019

to have the city remove the junk vehicle and have owner demolish the structure and bring
the property to a clean and sanitary condition; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the
motion. All members approved.
435 Chase

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; building

department to update. Progress is being made. Permits have been pulled but no inspections
since April

2019.

Victor Gamez and Max Gamez was present to represent the property. Mr. Victor Gamez stated
they tried to fix and finish. Mr. Max Gamez translated for Mr. Victor Gamez. He stated the roof

had been redone, inside framing is being completed, and put concrete in the flooring. They
have the siding and sheet rocking the inside left. At first they just needed to do the floor then it
escalated into doing everything else. They didn' t realize how much they were going to spend
and is paying check by check to complete this project. All the materials are bought, just need to
pay for the labor.
Dustin Osborn, Building Inspector stated the inspectors need to do an inspection. There is also
an issue with the carport on the left side of the house. It needs to be demolished due to the
violation

of setback.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal recommended granting the owner 60 days.
MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Co- Chairman Gary Estes to grant the owner 60 days until August 21,
2019 to complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members
approved.

201 Madison

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the

condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; making
progress and maintaining property. Hope for representation.

Jason Motley was present to represent the property. Mr. Motley is a representative of Colonial
Savings. The roof is about to be fixed but the bid included the side attachment which will be

demolished and he will be doing his rebid. They have approval from HUD to replace all three
9-
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windows. The whole siding will be prepped and painted. They will be pulling permits for

demoing the side structure soon. Mr. Motley asked if he could replace the outside frame on the
remaining windows instead of replacing them. Inspectors were fine with this. Mr. Motley is
asking for 60 day extension.
MOTION: APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 60 days until August 21,
2019 to complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members
approved.

1202 Alvarado

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; property
is not being maintained very well. Hope for representation.
Susan Ayers was present to represent the property. Ms. Ayers, representative of Keller
Williams, stated the IRS came in and asked for more paperwork due to heirs that had children.

The closing will be extended to July 19, 2019. The owner understands the grass needs to be
maintain but it has been wet and cannot mow at this time. The electric is still on and now they
are in waiting mode with the IRS.
Commisioner Brent Kiel asked Ms. Ayers why the IRS is interested in this property. She stated
they are interested in one of the heirs. The current owner is deceased and the heirs took
possession of the property. One of the heirs has a federal tax lien which attached itself to this
property. We are trying to get title work cleared up.
MOTION:

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 60 days until August 21,
2019 to maintain the property and complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded
the motion. All members approved.
508 W LoneStar

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the

condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; making
good progress. Inspector recommend granting the owner 60 days. Hope for representation.

Mathew Sanchez was present to represent the property. Mr. Sanchez stated this property is
moving forward. They have completed the foundation, the walls were fixed, and the framers
are out there working on it. The plumbing has been completed and the roof replaced.
MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 60 days until August 21,

2019 to complete repairs; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the motion. All members
approved.

10-
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406 Elmo

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; slow

progress being made. Inspectors recommend granting the owner 30 days.
Jerry Lee was present to represent the property. Mr. Lee stated he got in town early last night

and didn' t get a chance to talk to the contractor. The contractor is making progress but thought
he would be further along. Mr. Lee is to meet with another plumber today.
MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to pull permits with the city and complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the
motion. All members approved.
135 Columbia

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; making
good progress. Inspectors recommend granting owner 60 days if no representation.
TD Curlee was present to represent the property. Mr. Curlee stated the sheetrock is in and they
are tape and bedding. Monday they will deliver cabinets. The roof is completed and outside is

caulked and ready to be painted. Mr. Curlee asked for 30 days to get close to finishing.
MOTION:

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Co- Chairman Gary Estes to grant the owner 30 days until July 17,
2019 to complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members
approved.

110 Peacock

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report;

ownership has changed on the CAD and no update from new owners. Hope for representative
to update.

Phillip and Angie Clark was present to represent the property. Ms. Clark stated she is the
manager for the company who purchased the property. They were going to do a demolition
but found out they needed an asbestos survey done. She is asking for more time to complete
this. Mr. Phillip stated they have called companies to come and give pricing on the abatement.
Their goal is to build a home on the property.
Chairman Blake Jones asked inspectors if this property is secured. Inspectors stated it is not
due to the structure fire and unsure if it' s able to be secured at this point.

Mr. Phillips stated they purchased other property around the neighborhood to clean up and
build on.
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MOTION: APPROVED

4 AYES; NO NAYS

UNANIMOUSLY

Motion was made by Commissioner Linda London to grant the owner 30 days until July 17,
2019 to complete inquires on asbestos removal, clean up debris, and demolish the
structure and bring the property to a clean and sanitary condition; Commissioner Brent
Kiel seconded

the motion. All members

approved.

1920 S Hwy 171
Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; owners
have begun to mow property. Stated they were moving the front trailer house out of city

limits. Sewage leak was in the process been repaired. The entire property still needs to be
cleaned and free of all junk debris, high grass and weeds, and raw sewage.

Don Finley was present to represent the property. Mr. Finley stated he got the property in his
name now. He spoke to Willie ( Building official) and stated he wanted him to completely make
the trailer like new so he will haul it off outside city limits. He already called Oncore to
disconnect the power. Mr. Finley stated he is cleaning up the property and mowing.
Terry Broumley, Fire Inspector, wants to make sure the septic system is repaired in the
remaining trailers and that there is not raw sewage on the ground. There is still a lot of debris,
mowing, and tarps on the roof that needs to be completed.
MOTION: APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to inspect the plumbing repair that was completed, remove mobile structure, junk and
debris from property and complete repairs; Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion.
All members approved.
602 W Second

St.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; no
foundation

from property owner. ( Prior Month' s notes:
Inspectors recommend that foundation be completed within 30 days or penalties assessed.)
progress

on

and

have had

no contact

Hope for update from owner.

John Hudgins was present to represent the property. Mr. Hudgins stated he is slow moving and
brought pictures for the commission to review. He stated they are addressing the structure
part and put in boards on the bottom of the house.

Chairman Blake Jones asked Mr. Hudgins if he has found a company to do the leveling of the
foundation. Mr. Hudgins stated he cannot do it. They are anywhere from 15 to 25 thousand
dollars and decided to do it himself but no way he can do it in 30 days. He will continue to keep
working at it.

Terry Broumley, Fire Inspector stated the foundation has to be repaired before any other
repairs or weather tight can be made.
12-
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Mr. Hudgins stated the perimeter beam around the structure is rotted away and as you can see

pointing to picture) I have been replacing that beam.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, asked Mr. Hudgins how long it would take him to finish the
foundation. He stated a couple of months since it is a slow process.

Terry Broumley, Fire Inspector recommended granting the owner 60 days to complete
foundation.

MOTION:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 60 days until August 21,
2019 to complete repairs on foundation; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the motion. All
members

approved.

893 Chase Ave

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report;
management has completed the exterior work. Property is being maintained at this time.
Inspectors request releasing to property owner.
No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION:

APPROVED

4 AYES; NO NAYS

UNANIMOUSLY

Motion was made by Commissioner Linda London to release the property to city
inspectors; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the motion. All members approved.
788 Chase

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; have had

no response from anyone on this property. City attorney is checking on Medicare liens.
Inspector' s recommended assessing civil penalties.

No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION:

AYES; NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to complete repairs; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the motion.
MOTION

AMENDED:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to completely clean trash, debris, and maintain the property and to allow city inspectors on
the property to generate a repair list; Co- Chairman Gary Estes seconded the motion. All
members

approved.
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1001

Boone

St.

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; high grass
remains

on

property.

Recommend

a

board

order

to remove

structure. (

potential

condemnation next month)

No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION

AMENDED:

UNANIMOUSLY

APPROVED

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to grant the owner 30 days until July 17, 2019
to demolish the structure and bring the grounds to a clean and sanitary condition; CoChairman Gary Estes seconded the motion. All members approved.
558 Sabine

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; release to
property

owner.

No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION

AMENDED:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES;

NO NAYS

Motion was made by Co- Chairman Gary Estes to release the property back to the owners;
Commissioner Linda London seconded the motion. All members approved.
518 Sabine

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report;
recommend releasing to inspectors.

No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION AMENDED:

APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to release the property to city inspectors;
Commissioner Brent Kiel seconded the motion. All members approved.
316 Marengo

Danny Wilson, Fire Marshal, introduced the case to the B& S Commission. Photos of the
condition of the property were shown to the members. Inspectors read their report; no

progress. No contact from owner or representative. Recommend reassessing civil penalties.
No one was present to represent the property.
MOTION AMENDED: APPROVED

UNANIMOUSLY

4 AYES; NO NAYS

Motion was made by Chairman Blake Jones to asses civil penalties of$ 1, 000. 00 per day for
30 days not to exceed $ 30, 000. 00 and have the city mow and maintain the property; CoChairman Linda London seconded the motion. All members approved.
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June 19, 2019

There

being

no

further

business pending for this meeting

of

the

Building&

Standards

Commission, the meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL

APPROVED

OF MINUTES

BY MAJORITY VOTE OF THE COMMISSION

ON: July 17, 2019
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